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EINSTEIN LETTERS Up For Sale During CENTENNIAL OF THEORY OF GENERAL
RELATIVITY
AUCTION FEATURING EINSTEIN LETTERS 

PARIS - LAS VEGAS, 23.07.2019, 13:50 Time

USPA NEWS - Winner´s Auctions Ltd., an international auction house specializing in manuscripts, historic documents, rare maps,
coins and more, will host an auction on Wednesday, July 24, 2019 featuring a collection of letters penned by Albert Einstein and
written in English, among other rare and historic items.

Winner´s Auctions Ltd., an international auction house specializing in manuscripts, historic documents, rare maps, coins and more, will
host an auction on Wednesday, July 24, 2019 featuring a collection of letters penned by Albert Einstein and written in English, among
other rare and historic items.

Currently owned by a private party in the United States, the collection of letters from Einstein reference Quantum Mechanics; Grand
Unified Field Theory; Law and Field Equations of Gravitation; microstructures and singularities; comments on the American political
climate of the 1950s, and his Theory of General Relativity. Starting with Lot 9, items up for bid can be viewed here: Auction no.115.

Northern Brazil celebrated the Centennial confirmation of Einstein´s Theory of Relativity earlier this year and just days ago, what
Einstein referred to up until his death as the “spooky at a distance“� Quantum Entanglement pairing of particles, was just
photographed and released in a new research study. Winner's Auctions is well known for selling letters of Albert Einstein, mostly by
selling the "Theory of Happiness," that was sold for 1.3 million dollars in October 2017.

Source : Winner's Auctions Ltd.
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